




Architectural Context: The proposed project consists of three design aspects:
The Pedestal: which includes 3 levels of parking, the top floor of which is considered the first floor of the
building, and 3 townhouses at its south end of parking structure facing Wollaston Street.
The Pedestal provides a "platform" for the upper structure.



The Streetscape Platform: the second floor, which includes a Medical Clinic, the Tower entrance at the corner,
main lobby, indoor and outdoor amenity spaces, and two residential units with an outdoor garden, which
provides a strong base for the tower.



The Tower Form: which is an 8 floor building, with articulations and setbacks that provide the appropriate scale
to the tower massing, while maximizing natural light and view to the units. The main floor has 2 residential units,
the next 8 floors of the tower have 8 residential units per floor, ranging in size from 53 to 92.50 Square Meters



Material Palette: The material palette elements for the project were chosen for their natural, simple and
beauty. Clear tempered glass, aluminum flashing and sign bands would contrast with the semi-polished
poured concrete columns at the retail level.



Three Levels of parking are accessed from individual entry drives on Head Street. The walls of three parking levels
along Head Street will be covered with landscaped "Living" walls & screens”. The Loading Bay has been located at
the North end of Head Street next to the top parking level, for ease of access to the garbage and recycling room,
and close to the Elevator and staircase to facilitate residential occupants’ circulation in and out of the Tower.



The Residential Entry is designed as a rounded Classical Tower Entrance. The tower is shaped to optimize
the views to the Harbor from the residential apartment units, as well as the view lines to the northern
neighborhood.



Pedestrian Oriented Streetscape: The project provides a pedestrian oriented and friendly Medical Clinic frontage. This
allows for variety, individual identity and urban texture, which animates the streetscape visually at a pedestrian
speed.



Mural Paint



The top building roof deck
provides a significant outdoor
area of more than 300 square
meters. A seating area to the
northwest is centered around
a gas fire element. A large
outdoor kitchen is organized
under a trellis around the
elevator/ stair tower. A
barbecue, sink and seating
area are provided at the
kitchen, while an outdoor
living room is south of the
kitchen.







Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED): All the street edges will be programmed with
active uses for most of the day. There will be a main residential tower entry on the corner of Esquimalt
Road and Head Street, with the Medical Clinic wrapped around the corner with a visual connection to
the entry. There is the possibility of someone popping out or in to any of these public places. It provides
for an 'eyes on the street" effect, a series of visual cues which allows for a type of informal
'neighborhood watch" to be occurring at this important intersection, while enhancing the public realm.



The amenity space is furnished with an outdoor kitchen under a trellis, together with a covered
seating area in a gazebo designed to reflect the entry portico of the building.

The Medical Clinic portion of the building is located next to and facing Esquimalt Rd., with a
3.20-meter setback, which wraps around to the west, where it meets the Residential Tower
Entrance at the corner of Esquimalt Rd. & Head St. The design of the Medical Clinic component
follows the appropriate guidelines.



The balconies for each residential apartment unit are designed to maximize natural light
exposure, while the roof gardens at the Main floor and Tower Roof act as communal
amenities.





The building fronts onto to Esquimalt Road with a large
feature corner has a planted corner bump-out and large
plaza area and expanded paver sidewalk as the forecourt
to the Medical Clinic and the main front entrance to the
residences.



Large and small canopy street trees
are provided along Esquimalt Road.
Vehicular access occurs along Head
Street, with a truck loading area
handled curb side on porous paving of
grass grid with gravel infill. Landscape
bed along Head SL provides buffer
plantings that soften the adjacent
building wall base. Green screens of
vertical growing vines frame this
pedestrian route. On the upper
portion of the 3 levels of parking,
green walls will provide a landscape
accent.


